Business rules are statements that express a business policy, such as defining business terms, defining deontic assignments (of powers, rights and duties), and defining or constraining the operations of an enterprise, in a declarative manner. In this paper we focus on deontic assignments.
Introduction
Agent-Orientation is emerging as a new paradigm in software and information systems engineering. It offers a range of high-level abstractions that facilitate the conceptual and technical integration of communication and interaction with established information system technology. Agent-Orientation is highly significant for business information systems since business processes are driven by and directed towards agents (or actors), and hence have to comply with the physical and social dynamics of interacting individuals and institutions.
While today's enterprise information system technology is largely based on the metaphors of data management and data flow, and is under pressure to adopt concepts and techniques from the highly successful object-oriented programming paradigm, AgentOrientation emphasizes the fundamental role of actors/agents 1 and their mental state, and of communication and interaction, for analyzing and designing organizations and organizational information systems. This turns out to be crucial for a proper understanding of business rules. Since these rules define and constrain the interactions among business agents, they have to refer to the components of their mental state, such as the knowledge/information and the commitments of an organization.
We attempt to show that our agent-oriented approach, that is based on the Agent-ObjectRelationship (AOR) metamodel proposed in [24, 25] , allows to capture more of the dynamic and deontic semantics of enterprise modeling than object-oriented modeling approaches, such as the UML, do. Taking into account that the main motivation for objectoriented modeling stems from software engineering and not from enterprise modeling, or cognitive modeling, this should not be surprising.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the relevant literature on business rules, and present our own definitions of business rules and business processes. In Section 3, we review the Agent-Object-Relationship (AOR) metamodel which we use as the basis of our agent-oriented approach to business rules, in general, and to deontic assignments, in particular. Finally, in Section 4, we discuss the formalization and visualization of deontic assignments on the basis of the AOR metamodel.
Business Rules and Business Processes
According to Martin and Odell [14] , business rules allow user experts to specify policies in small, standalone units using explicit statements. The term business rule can be understood both at the level of a business domain and at the operational level of an information system. The more fundamental concept are business rules at the level of a business domain. In certain cases, they can be automated by implementing them in an information system, preferably in the form of an executable specification. It should be the goal 1 of advanced information system technology to provide more support for business rules in the form of high-level machine-executable declarative specifications, similar to the SQL concepts of assertions and triggers.
Business Rules at the Business Level
At the business level, a business rule is defined as
• a statement about how the business is done, i.e., about guidelines and restrictions with respect to states and processes in an organization [Her97];
• a law or custom that guides the behaviour or actions of the actors connected to the organization [1] ;
• a declaration of policy or condition that must be satisfied [OMG, 1992] .
Business rules can be enforced on the business from the outside environment by regulations or laws, or they can be defined within the business to achieve the goals of the business. A business rule is based on a business policy. An example of a business policy in a car rental company is "only cars in legal, roadworthy condition can be rented to customers" [7] . Business rules are declarative statements: they describe what has to be done or what has to hold, but not how. Our definition of business rules is based on [7] , [1] , [11] , and [2] : Business rules are statements that express (certain parts of) a business policy, such as defining business terms, defining deontic assignments (of powers, rights and duties), and defining or constraining the operations of an enterprise, in a declarative manner (not describing/prescribing every detail of their implementation).
According to [7] and [15] , business rules can be divided into 'structural assertions' (or 'term rules' and 'fact rules'), 'action rules', and 'derivation rules'.
2 Similarly, Bubenko et al [2] categorize business rules into 'constraint rules', 'event-action rules', and 'derivation rules', while Martin and Odell [14] group rules into two broad classes, 'constraint rules' and 'derivation rules' (remarkably, they subsume 'stimulus response rules' -which we call reaction rules -under 'constraint rules'). [8] distinguishes between 'integrity rules' (that are further divided into static and dynamic integrity constraints) and 'automation rules'.
In [7] , a further class of business rules, authorizations, is proposed. Authorizations represent a particular type of deontic assignments. Synonyms for authorizations are rights and permissions. They define the privileges of an agent (type) with respect to certain (types of) actions. Complementary to rights, we also consider duties.
In summary, three basic types of business rules have been identified in the literature: integrity constraints (also called 'constraint rules' or 'integrity rules'), derivation rules, and reaction rules (also called 'stimulus response rules', 'action rules', 'event-action rules', or 'automation rules'). A fourth type, deontic assignments, has only been partially identified (in the proposal of considering 'authorizations' as business rules).
An integrity constraint is a an assertion that must be satisfied in all evolving states and state transition histories of an enterprise viewed as a discrete dynamic system. There are state constraints and process constraints. State constraints must hold at any point in time. An example of a state constraint is: "a customer of the car rental company EU-Rent must be at least 25 years old". Process constraints refer to the dynamic integrity of a system; they restrict the admissible transitions from one state of the system to another. A process constraint may, for example, declare that the admissible state changes of a RentalOrder object are defined by the following transition path: reserved → allocated → effective → dropped-off.
A derivation rule is a statement of knowledge that is derived from other knowledge by an inference or a mathematical calculation. Derivation rules capture terminological and heuristic domain knowledge that need not to be stored explicitly because it can be derived from existing or other derived information on demand. An example of a derivation rules is: "the rental rate of a rental is inferred from the rental rate of the group of the car assigned to the rental".
Reaction rules are concerned with the invocation of actions in response to events. They state the conditions under which actions must be taken; this includes triggering event conditions, pre-conditions, and postconditions (effects). An example of a reaction rule from the domain of car rental is: "when receiving from a customer the request to reserve a car of some specified car group, the branch checks with the headquarter to make sure that the customer is not blacklisted".
Deontic assignments of powers, rights and duties to (types of) internal agents define the deontic structure of an organization, guiding and constraining the actions of internal agents. An example of a deontic assignment statement is: "only the branch manager has 2 the right to grant special discounts to customers".
Concept
The triggering event conditions in the definitions of reaction rules in [7] , [8] , [2] , and [15] are either explicitly or implicitly bound to update events in databases. Depending on some condition on the database state, they may lead to an update action and to systemspecific procedure calls. In contrast to this, we choose the more general concept of a reaction rule as proposed in [23] . Reaction rules define the behaviour of an agent in response to environment events (perceived by the agent), and to communication events (created by communication acts of other agents).
Business Rules at the Level of an Information System
In certain cases, business rules expressed at the business level can be automated by mapping them to executable code at the information system level as shown in Table 1 . This mapping is, however, not one-to-one, since programming languages and database management systems offer only limited support for it. While general purpose programming languages do not support any of the three types of expressions (with the exception of the object-oriented language Eiffel that supports integrity constraints in the form of 'invariants' for object classes), SQL has some built-in support for constraints, derivation rules (views), and limited forms of reaction rules (triggers).
Business Processes
Business rules define and control business processes. A widely accepted definition of a business process is [3] : "A business process can be defined as a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input, and creates an output that is of value to the customer". In [6] this definition is paraphrased by stating: "A [business] process is simply a structured set of activities designed to produce a specified output for a particular customer or market". A business process describes from start to finish the sequence of events required to produce the product or service [26] . A business process is assumed to consume input in terms of information and/or material and produce output of information and/or material [2] . Business processes typically involve several different functional organization units. Often business processes also cross organizational boundaries.
We prefer to adopt a more general perspective and consider a business process as a special kind of a social interaction process. Unlike physical or chemical processes, social interaction processes are based on communication acts that may create commitments and are governed by norms. We distinguish between an interaction process type and a concrete interaction process (instance), while in the literature the term 'business process' is ambiguously used both at the type and the instance level.
We thus refine and extend the definitions of [26] , [6] , and [3] : A business process is a social interaction process for the purpose of doing business. According to [25] , a social interaction process is a temporally ordered, coherent set of events and actions, involving one or more communication acts, perceived and performed by agents, and following a set of rules, or protocol, that is governed by norms, and that specifies the type of the interaction process. Notice that we did not choose activities as the basic elements of a process. While an action happens at a time point (i.e., it is immediate), an activity is being performed during a time interval (i.e., it has duration), and consists of a set of actions.
We propose to model both business rules and business processes in the framework of the Agent-ObjectRelationship metamodel reviewed in Section 3.
Principles of Agent-ObjectRelationship Modeling
Agent-Object-Relationship (AOR) diagrams were proposed in [24, 25] as an agent-oriented extension of Entity-Relationship diagrams, or UML-style class diagrams. In order to capture more semantics of the dynamic and deontic aspects of organizations and organizational information systems, such as the events and actions related to the ongoing business processes of an enterprise, it is proposed to make an ontological distinction between active and passive entities, that is, between agents and ordinary objects. AOR modeling suggests that the semantics of business transactions can be more adequately captured if the specific business agents associated with the involved events and actions are explicitly represented in organizational information systems in addition to passive business objects.
In AOR modeling, an entity is either an agent, an event, an action, a claim, a commitment, or an ordinary object. An organization is viewed as a complex institutional agent defining the rights and duties of its internal agents that act on behalf of it, and being involved in a number of interactions with external agents. Internal agents may be humans, artificial agents (such as software agents, agentified information systems, robots or agentified embedded systems), or institutional agents (such as organizational units).
As usual, entity types are visually represented by rectangles while relationship types are represented by connection lines (possibly with crows feet endings in order to indicate multiplicity). While an object type is visualized as an ordinary rectangle, an agent type is graphically rendered as a rectangle with rounded corners. An internal agent type is visualized by such a rectangle with a dashed line drawn within the institutional agent rectangle it belongs to (like Branch in Fig.  1 ).
Actions and Events
In a business domain, there are various types of actions performed by agents, and there are various types of state changes, including the progression of time, that occur in the environment of the agents. For an external observer, both actions and environmental state changes constitute events. In the internal perspective of an agent that acts in the business domain, only the actions of other agents count as events.
Actions create events, but not all events are created by actions. Those events that are created by actions, such as delivering a product to a customer, are called action events. Examples of business events that are not created by actions are the fall of a particular stock value below a certain threshold, the sinking of a ship in a storm, or a timeout in an auction.
We
As opposed to the low-level (and rather technical) concept of messages in object-oriented programming, AOR modeling assumes the high-level semantics of speech-act-based Agent Communication Language (ACL) messages (see [12, 5] ).
Commitments and Claims
Commitments are fundamental components of business interaction processes. This is acknowledged by the ebXML standardization initiative in the statement "The business semantics of each commercial transaction are defined in terms of the Business Objects affected, and the commitment(s) formed or agreed."
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Representing and processing commitments and claims in information systems explicitly helps to achieve coherent behavior in interaction processes. In [19] , the social dimension of coherent behavior is emphasized, and commitments are treated as ternary relationships between two agents and a 'context group' they both belong to. For simplicity, we treat commitments as binary relationships between two agents.
Commitments to perform certain actions, or to see to it that certain conditions hold, typically arise from certain communication acts. For instance, sending a sales quotation to a customer commits the vendor to reserve adequate stocks of the quoted item for some time. Likewise, acknowledging a sales order implies the creation of a commitment to deliver the ordered items on or before the specified delivery date.
Some of these modeling concepts are indexical, that is, they depend on the perspective chosen: in the perspective of a particular agent, actions of other agents are viewed as events, and commitments of other agents are viewed as claims against them.
In the internal perspective of an agent, a commitment refers to a specific action to be performed in due time, while a claim refers to a specific event that is created by an action of another agent, and has to occur in due time.
Internal AOR Models
In an internal AOR model, we adopt the internal view of a particular agent/system to be modeled. In this first-person-view, 'the world' (i.e. the application domain) consists of various types of An internal AOR model depicts 'the world' as it may be represented in the mental state of the focus agent. If the focus agent is an institutional agent, such as an organization, the internal AOR model represents its view of 'the world', and may be used to design its information system.
In the perspective of an institutional agent, external agents are distinguished from internal ones. Thus, in an Internal AOR Diagram for an institutional agent, the internal agents (and/or agent types) of the institutional agent to be modeled may appear at the top level, like the internal agent type SalesDepartment in Figure  1 . In addition, the internal agents (and/or agent types) of other agents (or agent types) may also be modeled and visualized as dashed-line rectangles with rounded corners within the rectangle representing their superagent (type), like SalesPerson within SalesDepartment in Figure 1 . All internal agents of internal agents are again internal agents.
Action and event types, as well as commitment and claim types are graphically rendered like in Figure 2 which depicts the interaction frame with the external agent type Customer. An action type, such as provideCar in Figure 2 , is visualized by a rectangle with an outgoing arrow side, while an event type, such as payInvoice in Figure 2 , is visualized by a rectangle with an incoming arrow side. Commitment and claim types, such as the provideCar commitment type and the payInvoice claim type in Figure 2 , are always coupled with their corresponding action and event types. They are visualized by corresponding rectangles with a dotted line.
An internal interaction frame consists of those action and event types, as well as commitment and claim types that form the basis of the interaction processes with this external agent type. Unlike a UML sequence diagram, it does not model any sequential process but provides a static picture of the possible interactions including commitment and claim types. 
Deontic Assignments as a Special Type of Business Rules
We propose to formalize business rules as integrity constraints, as derivation rules, as reaction rules, or as deontic assignments in the semantic framework of knowledge-perception-memorycommitment (KPMC) agents. The concept of KPMC agents is an extension of the knowledge-and perception-based (KP) agent model proposed in [22, 23] . We can only sketch this logical framework here.
A KPMC agent consists of five components: a knowledge base KB, an event queue EQ (representing the perception state), a memory base MB (recording past events and actions), a commitment/claim base CB, and a set of reaction rules RR (encoding the behavior of the agent). The schema of a KPMC agent is composed by a knowledge system (in the sense of [23] ), an agent communication language (ACL), an action language, and an environment event language. Integrity constraints and derivation rules are expressible on the basis of a knowledge system (and the query and input languages defined by it). For expressing reaction rules one needs, in addition to the query and input languages of a knowledge system, languages for expressing events and actions.
In this paper, for space limitations, we restrict our considerations to deontic assignments that are visualized in Internal AOR Diagrams. In [20] , we discuss reaction rules.
Why Deontic Modal Logic is Inappropriate
Unlike most work on the analysis of deontic concepts (such as, for instance, [21, 13, 10] ), we do not use a modal logic approach. For a number of reasons, we do not find deontic modal logics appropriate for our purposes of enterprise and business process modeling. In particular, standard deontic logic, as defined by von Wright in [21] , and all related systems are too overidealized and not able to capture the variety of dynamic and deontic concepts found in enterprise modeling because of the following shortcomings:
1. Actions are not treated as first-class citizens. Rather, actions are either treated as logical sentences that can be used in negations and conjunctions (which is weird), or they are only indirectly represented by means of a see-to-it-that modality.
2. Most modal logic approaches abstract away from agents, action types, and the current circumstances which all play an important role when dealing with deontic concepts in practice.
3. The reduction of permission to prohibition (alias the obligation to do the negation) is, like the law of the excluded middle in classical logic, an unrealistic oversimplification.
Our work is guided by the goal to establish a rigorous conceptual framework for practical applications, and not by the beauty and elegance of pure (but unrealistic) formalisms. Therefore, we prefer to develop a new type of formalizing deontic concepts on the basis of the ontological principles of AOR modeling.
Permission and Prohibition Rules
A rule about which agents, specified as an agent type A, have the right (or are permitted ) to perform actions of some non-deontic type α on behalf of the institution concerned has the following form:
Every agent i of type A has the right to perform actions of type α.
This can be expressed symbolically as ∀i ∈ A : Right(i, α) or in explicit rule form:
If α is a deontic action type, affecting any commitments or deontic assignments of the institution concerned, we speak about the institutional power, and not about the right, of an agent to perform actions of such a type (see Section 4.4).
A rule about which agents are prohibited (or not permitted ) to perform actions of some type α (on behalf of the institution concerned) has the following form:
Every agent i of type A is prohibited to perform actions of type α.
or, symbolically,
Examples of permission and prohibition rules in a car rental company are:
• Branch managers are permitted to drive cars to the service station.
• Office clerks are prohibited to drive cars to the service station.
In AOR modeling, these deontic assignments are visualized in an Internal Agent Diagram by means of special connectors between agent and action types, drawn with a dotted line and with a bullet at the agent type rectangle, like in Figure 3 .
Driver driveCarTo ServiceStation
OfficeClerk Manager grantDiscount {only} Figure 3 : Only a Manager is permitted to grant discounts to customers. A Driver is permitted to drive cars to the service station, while an OfficeClerk is prohibited to do so. For a Manager, and possibly for certain other agents as well, it is neither explicitly permitted nor prohibited to drive cars to the service station.
Notice the possibility of normative underdetermination: in a specific AOR model, it needs not be the case that for every internal agent i, and every action type α, i is permitted or prohibited to do actions of type α. Symbolically,
This type of incompleteness seems to prevail in large organizations.
There is a particular form of permission rule that enforces normative completeness: when it is specified that Only an agent of type A has the right to perform actions of type α.
this implies that all other agents are prohibited to perform actions of that type:
So, in the example of Figure 3 , the exclusive permission constraint expressed by means of {only} implies that an office clerk is prohibited to grant any discount to a customer (although this is not explicitly expressed).
Duty Assignment Rules
In AOR modeling, a duty of an internal agent refers to
• certain commitments that have to be fulfilled, or
• certain events that have to be reacted to, or
• certain claims whose fulfillment has to be monitored, on behalf of the institution the internal agent belongs to. Duty assignment rules have the following form:
Agents of type A have the duty to fulfill commitments (or to react to events, or to monitor claims) of a certain type.
We can express a duty to fulfill commitments to do actions of type α, for instance, as
Such a duty assignment implies a derived right: whenever an agent has the duty to fulfill certain commitments, it also has the implicit right to do the respective actions. This can be expressed in the form of an implication:
In such a case, we do usually not draw the derived hasRight relationship in the diagram. has the duty to react to reservation requests from customers; a Driver has the duty to fulfill commitments to provide suitable cars to customers; a FinancialAccountingClerk has the duty to monitor claims against customers to pay their invoices.
Examples of duty assignment rules in a car rental company are: 7
• Customer service clerks have the duty to react to reservation requests.
• Drivers have the duty to fulfill commitments to provide suitable cars to customers at specified locations.
• Financial accounting clerks have the duty to monitor claims against customers to pay their invoices on time.
These rules are visualized in the Internal Agent Diagram of Figure 4 .
Institutional Power Assignment Rules
In a norm-governed institution, designated agents are empowered to create institutional facts 4 by performing certain types of actions. In many cases, the institutional facts created are of a normative kind, in so far as they concern deontic assignments to, or newly created commitments of, other agents. For instance, each organization needs rules about which agents are empowered to assign rights, or to alter existing rights.
As pointed out in [13, 10] , the concept of institutional power has to be distinguished from the concept of permission. An agent may be empowered to create some institutional fact (or to perform some institutional action) without having the permission to do so. For instance, a department manager may be empowered to purchase office equipment, but, under certain circumstances, he may not have the permission to do so (e.g., there could be a temporary budget constraint).
The general structure of an institutional power assignment rule, where α is a type of ritualized action for creating institutional facts of type F , is If agent i is of type A, and specified preconditions for the arguments x of α hold at time t, and i performs α(x) at time t, then F (x) holds at the immediate successor time point t of t.
Notice that in this formulation, the institutional context is left implicit. Whenever there is such a rule, we also say that agent i is empowered to "do F (x)" (respectively, "make F (x) true") by performing α(x). Or, in other words, the performance of α(x) by i, under specified circumstances, counts as doing F (x) -in the context of the institution concerned. 4 With this notion we refer to the terminology of [18] where social facts are defined as those facts "involving two or more agents who have collective intentionality", and institutional facts are defined as those social facts that are based on the collective assignment of status functions and on constitutive rules.
We conclude with discussing some examples from [10] .
Example 1
A priest is empowered to marry a couple:
IF isPriest(i)@t AND isMale(x)@t AND isFemale(y)@t AND DO(i, performMarriageRitual(x, y))@t THEN married(x, y)@t
Example 2
Research grant applications have to be signed by the Head of Department (HoD). This means for a completed research grant application form, in order to become an application, it has to be signed by the HoD:
IF isHoD(i)@t AND isCompletedResearchGrantApplFrm(x)@t AND DO(i, signResearchGrantApplFrm(x))@t THEN isResearchGrantApplication(x)@t
Example 3
A member of the academic staff j is empowered, by making the appropriate demand, to make a valid claim z for refund of his expenses for traveling to conference y, on condition that he is in possession of an authorizing note x from the HoD. Only the HoD is empowered to issue valid notes (by adding his signature).
IF isHoD(i)@t AND DO(i, signAuthorizationNote(x, j, y))@t THEN isAuthorizationNote(x, j, y)@t IF isMemberOfAcademicStaff(j) AND isAuthorizationNote(x, j, y)@t AND DO(j, makeRefundDemand(z, y))@t THEN isValidClaim(z, y)@t
In this example, the precondition isAuthorizationNote(x, j, y) for the creation of the institutional fact isValidClaim(z, y) is itself an institutional fact to be established by an appropriate action of some suitably empowered agent.
Authorization
The term authorization is used ambiguously both for assigning rights and for assigning institutional power. When we say that a department manager is authorized to purchase office equipment, we mean that she has been granted by the company concerned the power to 8 sign purchase contracts. When we say that a particular clerk is authorized to drive company cars to the service station, we mean that he has the permission to do so.
Related Work
We restrict our discussion of related work to those approaches in enterprise modeling where business rules play an essential role.
In object-oriented approaches, rules are frequently implemented within the methods of a business object class. In many cases, however, this binding of a business rule to a specific object class is not adequate. Typically, a rule refers to more than one type of business object. Therefore, business rules should be defined on top of the business object definitions (classes) in a separate module.
In [4] , Eriksson and Penker propose an approach to business modeling with UML based on four primary concepts: resources, processes, goals, and rules. In this proposal, there is no specific treatment of agents. They are subsumed, together with "material, information, and products" under the concept of resources. This unfortunate subsumption of human agents under the traditional 'resource' metaphor prevents a proper treatment of many agent-related concepts such as commitments, deontic assignments, and communication/interaction.
Ross [17] has proposed one of the most comprehensive methodologies for modeling business rules. The Ross Notation is, however, largely a database-oriented methodology, and does therefore not allow to model events and actions. Neither does it support to model business processes. E.g., [9] remarks that the primary deficiency of the Ross Notation is its inability to model process aspects, due to its fundamental restriction of only considering persistent data as a basis for business rules.
The Enterprise Knowledge Development (EKD) approach described in [2] also addresses the modeling of business rules, business processes, and actors. The EKD approach does not, however, bring these notions straightforwardly to the operational level like we do in our approach. Also, visualization of business rules and processes in EKD is quite simplistic (by boxes).
Recently, in [16] , an agent-oriented extension of UML, called AUML, mainly concerning the expressivity of sequence diagrams and activity diagrams, has been proposed. However, AUML does not distinguish between agents and objects. In fact, UML class diagrams are not modified at all in AUML. Neither does it provide any support for (business) rules.
Conclusion
Business rules have traditionally been modeled and implemented in the narrow context of (active) databases. We have adopted a broader view, and a more cognitive stance, by proposing to consider not only constraint, derivation and reaction, but also deontic assignment rules. We have also shown how to visualize business rules in Agent-Object-Relationship diagrams.
We are aware that, by introducing new concepts for enterprise modeling, we have also created new problems and research challenges. Some of the new questions that arise from our approach are:
• How can commitments/claims be used in real systems? What is their operational semantics?
• How can we relate our formalization of business rules with goals and goal-oriented behavior based on planning and plan execution?
• How can we handle exceptions to standard processes (for instance, when a customer does not appear to pick up a car as agreed, or when the automotive service station fails to return a car on time)? Possibly as violations of commitments?
These and many more questions will guide our future work.
